


Announcement
Final Exam – 

 Date: Fri, Dec. 15, 1:30pm - 3:30pm

 Location: Online

 Open book: laptop and digital material – Yes; Chat/ChatGPT – No

 Final Milestone Presentation – 

 Date: Dec 11th 3:30pm - 5:00pm (Be there at least 15 min ahead of time to setup your ‘booth’)

 Location: Sandbox

 Live Demo! Bring your setup to Sandbox early, and prepare to give a live demonstration.

Final Milestone Summary  – 

 Date: Dec 15 EOD

 Format: Online https://www.hackster.io/smartlab/projects

 Documentation + simple video.

 More details on ELMS.

Team Eval Survey – 

  Date: Dec 15 EOD

  https://forms.gle/sBFZEsk75o74t2bS9

 



Fabrication + Interactivity | Creative Process
CMSC730 | Huaishu Peng | UMD CS



Industrial 3D Printer



The Economist (Cover)

Long-term vision
(1) Everyone can design and customize everyday objects.
 



The Economist (Cover)

Long-term vision
(1) Everyone can design and customize everyday objects.
(2) A personal fabricator will construct both its appearance and functionality.



# Design 3D digital models is difficult



What are the drawbacks of CAD design tools?

Implicit design commands
Complex interface
No fast physical feedback (intimacy between the designer and the raw material)



?

Input: 3D digital model Output: 3D clay model





Rivers et.al. from MIT
2012



Structured light 3D scanning

Compare the scanning result with the 3D digital model

Differences are projected at each step with green/red colors



Limitations of this light guidance idea?
Turn-taking (scan at each of the ‘step’)
Would be hard to do with other material such as wood/foam (because there is no additive process for such material)

Possible solutions?



Zoran et.al. from MIT
CHI 13 and UIST 13







Tracking: 6DOF Magnetic tracking

Control: stop milling at the edge of the digital model

Control can be overridden with manual control

What can this do that the 
previous project cannot?



Manual override



Physical merging

user can manually switch between 
different reference virtual models during the work



What if we have no digital model at the beginning? 
What if we hope to design a 3D model from scratch?



Peng et.al.
CHI 15



Hand grip

Magnetic tracker

Motorized direction actuator





3D modeling with no CAD interface

No CAD Interface

No implicit building commands

Constant tangible feedback



Compound model

Model with 
branch structure



D-Coil

No CAD interface
Digitalization

Slow in building speed
Not for CAD users



What if we can have a system for CAD users 
but with timely physical feedback?

Hours of delay



Hours of delay





Peng et.al.
CHI 16



3D modeling while 3D printing



3D modeling while 3D printing

Design + print from scratch < 10 min

The user can focus on digital design

The user can check physical prints early on



To support design and fab in parallel
our machine should be able to

print fast
print incrementally
make subtractive changes



To support design and fab in parallel
our machine should be able to

print fast
print incrementally
make subtractive changes

(to catch up the CAD design speed)



A pair of mist cooling nozzles

Extended extruder tip



To support design and fab in parallel
our machine should be able to

print fast
print incrementally
make subtractive changes

(to avoid reprint every time)



Rotational rail (B axis)

Rotational rod (C axis)



To support design and fab in parallel
our machine should be able to

print fast
print incrementally
make subtractive changes (to reflect digital editing)





To allow the designer to focus on the design
our software should be able to

print new primitives automatically
solve potential collisions



design new 
primitives in CAD

slicer: solid model 
to sliced model

next to print printing queue

optimize 
printing angle

g-code file

print physical 
preview

current print is done

Software Workflow

optimize printing order
Relaxing printing orientation | Out of order printing | Omitting geometries



Aircraft

Candelabra

Teapot

Bird’s nest stadium

Lamp

Dinosaur

Panton chair

Vase









In-situ Design and Fabrication



Peng et.al.
CHI 18



AR headset

AR controller
Rotating platform

Robotic 3D printer





Printing using the wireframe structure

Design and fab happen in parallel



Step into the 3D printer



Using the user’s body as design reference



Using partially printed model to support 
next design step



Design and fabrication directly 
ON a physical object



Proxemics-based 
interaction



Proxemics-based 
interaction

User touches
 and rotates

Robot parks 
automatically



Proxemics-based 
interaction

User leaves the 
design scene

Robot takes
 control of the platform



Design on an object





Adding and removing material is still very slow
Can we directly reshape the material?



Formative manufacturing

Additive manufacturing

Subtractive manufacturing



Mueller et.al.
TEI 19



Selectively heat the material

Directly manipulating the area with gestures



Limitations
Slow heating process
Limited expressiveness

How to further improve the system?



What if we can generate physical models in seconds?



What if we can generate physical models in seconds?

Fast shape changing speed
But only 2.5D
And it’s not detachable



UIST 18
Suzuki et.al.





Future Interactive Tech

X X+Y

X++ X

X X
d

neXt



A quick recap

Varies interactive technologies

Technologies behind the scene

Hands-on building skills

Build interactive gadgets

Learn

Do



Varies interactive technologies
Multi-touch



Varies interactive technologies
Multi-touch



Varies interactive technologies
Mobile interaction



Varies interactive technologies
Mobile interaction



Varies interactive technologies
Smart watch interactions



Varies interactive technologies
Tangible interaction



Varies interactive technologies
Tangible interaction



Varies interactive technologies
Display



Varies interactive technologies
Display



Varies interactive technologies
Haptic



Varies interactive technologies
Haptic + VR



Varies interactive technologies
Fabrication



Varies interactive technologies
Fabrication



Varies interactive technologies
Fabrication



Varies interactive technologies
Fabrication



A quick recap

Varies interactive technologies

Technologies behind the scene

Hands-on building skills

Build interactive gadgets

Learn

Do



Varies interactive technologies

Hands-on building skills

3D modeling
Digital IO -> ESP32
Analog sensing
Servo motor
Ultrasonic sensor
I2C protocol
IMU
Shift register
3D printing
Laser cutting



Robot 
Competition



Future Interactive Tech

X X+Y

X++ X

X X
d

neXt
how to invent



how about user centered design?

• interview potential users
• find something that is hard to do or hard to use…
• e.g. via evaluation (5 experts list usability issues)



We talk about user-centered design in 
CMSC434 Introduction to Human-Computer Interaction

do you think any of the cool stuff 
I showed in the past few weeks came out of this?

nope.





Challenge:

we have it pretty good already.
the current world offers most 
of what the current world needs

going with immediate needs -> small steps



but if user-centered design won’t work here
how do you do it, how to make big steps into the future?



anticipate the future using what-if questions

but if user-centered design won’t work here
how do you do it, how to make big steps into the future?



what-if questions



first time the world saw: 
 the mouse, interactive editing, hyperlinks… 

 -> his main contribution was not these technologies, but…



ask the right question:
‘How can we augment human intellect using computing?’



keep in mind
that he asked this at a time when it sounded absurd:

this was the time of mainframes & time sharing systems
no one had personal access to a computer;
there were no tools for intellectual workers

(also, he could have been wrong. computer prices could have 
stayed high; his work would never have become relevant) 





what-if vision questions are more important 
than individual tech contributions





ACM SIG CHI Lifetime Research Award



how to choose a what-if question?



what-if question
= a wild extrapolation of what we see today

(and maybe there’s nothing, but at least you tried to be the first!)



some more selected what-if questions…



ubiquitous computing (1991):
what if a user had multiple computers/CPUs available?

1991





ubiquitous computing: the obvious answer



ubiquitous computing: computers start to disappear



augmented reality (1968):
what if there was the perfect display 
everywhere I look



tangible computing (1997):
what if I operated stuff in the world not via a computer,
but by actually manipulating it?



wearable (1961) + implanted:
what if technology shrink past mobile?



personal fabrication (2005):
what if fabrication machinery is available in every office and/or every household?



looking back through the history of HCI, 
we see that quantum leaps have rarely resulted from studies on 
user needs or market research;

they have come from people 
asking visionary what-if questions!



another way to extrapolate into the future 
is to use invention iterators…

what if questions are hard…



after X, what is neXt?



[Ramesh Raskar]

X X+Y

X++ X

X X
d

neXt



X = 
idea you just heard
concept
patent
new product
product feature
design
art
algorithm



X++ increment
(make it faster, better, cheaper)



the first iPhone was a huge leap forward…
everything else is mainly incremental

touch screen is better to use… 
screen size becomes a bit bigger..
camera resolution becomes a bit higher…



better 
= pick your favorite adjective:
• more context aware
• more adaptive
• more (temporally) coherent
• more progressive
• more efficient
• more parallelized
• more distributed
• more personalized/customized
• more democratized

least innovative



X++ is a sign that the field or tech is “maturing” 

increments get smaller, less ground-breaking



given a nail
find all the hammersX



given a problem,
find all solutions…

e.g. 3D Printing is not interactive



solution 1: hands-on design



5-DOF fast 3D printer

CAD modeling plugin

solution 2: in-parallel design and print



8h printing time

solution 3: in-situ design and print



— dance around the same problem



given a hammer
find all the nailsX



given a cool solution find other problems
-> high inventive power



multitouch: 
 for hands -> multitouch for feet



look back at your career
what could be your hammer?

<something you know a lot about but others know little>



Xd extend it 
to the next dimension 



flickr -> youtube
text, audio (speech), image, video -> physical objects

visible images -> infrared
sound -> ultrasound -> electromagnetic spectrum

macro scale -> micro scale
airbag for car -> airbag for .. ?

= generalize the concept (common in patent applications)
variation for hammer re-use, but more actionable

 (extend solution to next dimension)



X+Y fusion of the dissimilar 



X+Y is only good when
value(X+Y) > value(X)+value(Y)



bad example: 
mounting touchscreen on mouse offers 
exactly the same value as mouse & touchscreen separate



good example: food printing + perception:
maybe automation can feed some new insight back into perception research 



high innovative power, but not very actionable
because for a given X the search space of all Y is large and 
unstructured



X do the opposite



Straddle Method for High Jump 1968 Olympics: “Fosbury Flop”



everyone

you

find the opposite?
 strong and actionable in brainstorming



everyone adds touch screens to the front, 
 instead add it on the back



process: 
look at existing designs. 
find point(s) where everyone 
made the same decision



awards (best paper, best product, researchers)

network and talk to people:
avoid small-talk .. ask ‘what is the latest x’

patents (but searching them is time-consuming)

stand at the edge of the ‘known world’ to find new land



(do not always) follow the hype  
too much competition



any template will produce the same ideas 
as everyone else who uses the same templates

address this by
1. using a wilder set of iterators than others
2. make your very own iterators



conclusions



“so many people get stuck in incremental research:
‘my double click mouse is better 
than your double click mouse’”

“do what I call vision-driven research…”

[Ishii at UIST’11]



great project:

1. novel =

2. important = future people will say “this matters to us”

3. something you can do = you have/can acquire the skills

not done

Based on Prof. Stefanie Mueller’s slides.



https://courseexp.umd.edu/

Your feedback will help us improve the course in the future


